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USG’ Letter 
 
 

Fellow heads of staff an those who dare come close to the Area 
51, 

 
It is our utmost pleasure to present you the committee of 

modern mad-scientists, tough guards and lots and lots and lots of 
“No aliens here!” signs. Rejoice, now that you are about to step into a 
land of wonders, drama, tragedy and betrayal… 

 
Well actually, its all going to be technics, administration and 

official stuff. You will be facing administrative difficulties, security 
issues, maintanence etc., all the funny stuff and a couple of plot 
twists here and there… the usual stuff� 

 
We are two students who study in Kartal Anatolian İmam Hatip 

High School. One is Mehmet Fatih İzgi -who, unfortunately, will not 
be able to join us-, and the other is Dilara Koç. We also have a staff 
consisting of two other, to whom we are immensely thankful to, 
Yusuf Canbaş and Mehmet Kerem Okutan. We have worked for 
preparing this committee with the utmost care and effort, just so you 
could enjoy. 

 
All and all, regard this letter not as an informative letter about 

the committee but as our way of stating our graditude.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mehmet Fatih İzgi and Dilara Koç 
Under-Secretaries General of Area 51 



 

1-Introduction to the Committee 
 

Air Force Flight Test Center, Detachment 3, notice num.:987-
66352517928739027 

 
 
 
The head personal of the facility are ordered to meet at the 

headquarters in order to; 
-plan and facilitate a set of actions with regards to 

the requirements of the facility and the requests of the Air 
Force High Command 

-check and, if necessary, renew the infrastructure of 
the facility and the security measures 

-conduct field tests for the developed air force 
equipment 

-reevaluate the security and secrecy of the 
unclassified floors and projects. 

 
 

 
 
On the outcomes of this meetings, a report is demanded 

to keep subject to inspection and to prepare for an overall 
inspection of the facility. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

US Air Force High Command 



2-Air Force Flight Test Center, Detachment 3 
 
Air Force Flight Test Center, Detachment 3 -also known as Area 

51- is a US Air Force facility of research and development. The facility 
is one of the world's most closely guarded airspace. In 2013, the CIA 
confirmed that the “Area 51” was real. Area 51 was built to test the a 
secret aircraft project called AQUATONE. The U2, codenamed 
Aquatone, was built to secretly monitor them when the Soviet Union 
boasted of nuclear power. Since the Nevada desert was less 
populated, they decided to do the U2 tests there. Later, the Soviet 
Union hit U2. That’s why the radar absorber was applied to the hull 
to make it resistant to soviet radars, but this plan did not work 
because the weight increased. The CIA then launched the OXCART 
(A12). The A12 made the temporary facility, Area 51,permanent. 
According to the CIA, Area 51 is a technology base, not an air base. 
With the development of Area 51, the airspace continued to develop 
in itself. The F-117 project, named NIGHTHAWK, has introduced a 
new era in Area 51 invisibility technology. 

 
The overground facility is a comperatively small unit of test 

chambers whilst the underground facilities are the research, 
development and unclassified sections. Enterance to the 
underground levels require necessity due employment or the special 
approval of the Liutenuant General of Flight Test Center Detachment 
3. 

 
The security protocols of the building are of the highest degree 

and importance. An intruder must be shot at sight. The whole facility 
is been embedded with survellience and military-grade security 
systems. Furthermore, no expense have been avoided by the US 
military to keep the occupations of this facility since it undertakes 
more than just conventional weapons. 

 
 
 



2.2-Prime Objectives 
 

The facility has been found to serve as a special 
equipment researching facility. The facility enlarged since then 
and started to bear the most secretive projects of US military 
some of which are illegal. Furthermore, while retaining the task 
of weapons research, the facility also started to facilitate 
reverse engineering and analysis of other militaries’ equipment. 
 
 

 
2.2.1-Research and Development of Aerospace 

Technology and Air Force Equipment 
 

In the facility, the current Air Force equipment is 
being upgraded in many ways to increase its overall power 
and efficiency whilst decreasing the weight. Also, the 
specialists are developing new sorts of machinery to 
improve the aircraft technology. 

 
The facility is also focused on ballistic missiles and 

rocketry. The Department of Aerospace is mostly devoted 
on enhancing jet engines, radar and ghost planes. 

 
 

 

2.2.2-Analysis and Reverse-Engineering of 
Opponent and Captured Technologies 

 
The US military has been investigating the innovation 

and weapons accumulated during the wars and conflicts 
with other countries.  

 
 



They have been reverse-engineering the 
technologies they have gathered so that they could be 
made even more destructive and beneficial. A portion of 
the innovation is unclassified and no individual knows 
about the origins of these technologies except the US 
military.  

 
There are numerous fear inspired theories such as 

''Energy Weapons'' which were built by the specialists and 
scientists in Area 51 with the resources and unknown 
technologies that can vaporize living creatures into ash in 
a flash. Though pretty cool, they are just rumors. 

 
 

2.2.3-Secret Projects 
 

The facility is thought to be, and is, conducting secret 
projects that the US military bears the concerns that they are 
illegal or first of its kind (and will probably be illegal in the 
future due their mass effects). 
 
 

2.2.3.1-Development of US Space Armament and 
Satellite Systems 

 
The early exploration of space in the mid-20th 

century had a military motivation, as the United States 
and the Soviet Union used it as an opportunity to 
demonstrate ballistic-missile technology and other 
technologies having the potential for military application. 
Outer space has since been used as an operating location 
for military spacecraft such as imaging and 
communications satellites, and some ballistic missiles pass 
through outer space during their flight. 

 



During the Cold War, the world's two  
superpowers—the Soviet Union and the United States of 
America spent huge extents of their Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP) on creating military advances. And the 
Space Race began. By the conclusion of the 1960s, both 
nations regularly sent satellites and started to create anti-
satellite weapons to crush each other's satellites. As  
interconversion rockets were created, military organizers 
started programmes and techniques to increase their 
effectiveness. 

 
Research, development and deployment of anti-

satellite and space weaponry systems were deemed illegal 
by the international community by the ABM treaty of 
1972.  

 
Despite this, due to the suspision towards Russian 

and Chinese programs that might be developing space 
weaponry, US military could not dare to abstain from the 
area. Thus, although illegal, US government secretly 
continues the development of space weaponry in 
proclamation of self defence. 

.  
 

2.2.3.2-Projects on Weather and Climate Control 
 

Among the unclassified objectives of the facility, the 
project on weather and climate control is the only project 
known to the staff as a whole due its uncoverable effects 
on the peripheral floors of its research and test chambers. 
This is why there have been a small leak of this 
information to the general public but was professionally 
prevented from becoming a real issue. 

The project is still ongoing.  


